3D feature descriptors provide essential information to find given models in captured scenes. In practical applications, these scenes often contain clutter. This imposes severe challenges on the 3D object recognition leading to feature mismatches between scenes and models. As such errors are not fully addressed by the existing methods, 3D feature matching still remains a largely unsolved problem. We therefore propose our Histograms of Gaussian Normal Distribution (HGND) for capturing salient feature information on a local reference frame (LRF) that enables us to solve this problem. We define a LRF on each local surface patch by using the eigenvectors of the scatter matrix. Different from the traditional local LRF-based methods, our HGND descriptor is based on the combination of geometrical and spatial information without calculating the distribution of every point and its geometrical information in a local domain. This makes it both simple and efficient. We encode the HGND descriptors in a histogram by the geometrical projected distribution of the normal vectors. These vectors are based on the spatial distribution of the points. We use three public benchmarks, the Bologna, the UWA and the Ca' Foscari Venezia dataset, to evaluate the speed, robustness, and descriptiveness of our approach. Our experiments demonstrate that the HGND is fast and obtains a more reliable matching rate than state-of-the-art approaches in cluttered situations.
Introduction
Among 3D data processing tasks, 3D object recognition has become one of the most popular researching problems in the last two decades [19, 21, 22, 25, 29, 30, 36, 53] . The main goals of object recognition are to correctly recognize objects in the scenes and accurately estimate their poses [35] . However, the depth information collected by the scanners often contains noise, varying point densities of point clouds [15, 24] , occlusions, and clutter. So recognizing an object and recovering its poses from the recorded scenes are still a challenge in this research area. tion, the calculating efficiency of feature descriptor should be high enough to generate a high execution efficiency for the algorithm.
The problem of feature matching in cluttered scenes is much harder than in normal non-interference scenes. Significant limitations observed with the state-of-the-art methods are that their performances depend on whether the model is complete, e.g., whether occlusion and clutter exist in the scenes. Another difficulty is caused by the varying point densities of depth images, as their feature matching methods require models and scenes at the same point density. In addition, existing literature focuses on evaluating the descriptors on noiseless data.
The motivation of our proposed technique is to convert the range image information into a more descriptive and robust local feature representation that can result in much less feature mismatches between models and cluttered scenes. If that has been done, the performances of many follow-up applications like 3D object recognition, 3D reconstruction, and 3D registration, will be improved.
We therefore propose a novel technique to build the local reference frame (LRF) on 3D keypoints in Sect. 3 and present our Histograms of Gaussian Normal Distribution (HGND) descriptor on the local surface patches in Sect. 4. A local surface patch is obtained by only considering the neighboring sphere surface around 3D keypoints from the range image. It thus consists of points and mesh data sets. The effectiveness of the combination of our LRF and HGND is shown in Sect. 5.
Related work
According to the neighbor support radius, the existing feature descriptors can be divided into two main categories, global feature descriptors and local feature descriptors [3, 20, 60] . The first category defines a series of features to describe the entire 3D object, whereas the latter one uses local parts of the object.
Global feature descriptors, including Geometric 3D Moments [38] , Shape Distribution [37] , Global Persistent Feature Histogram (GPFH) [42] , 2.5D SIFT [31] , Viewpoint Feature Histogram (VFH) [43] , and Ensemble of Shape Functions (ESF) [55] , which ignore shape details. When doing 3D object recognition by these methods, the object needs to be segmented from the scenes, so they are not suitable for feature matching in cluttered scenes. On the other hand, the local feature methods construct a series of features which describe the features of the local surface patches of feature points. So local features are more robust to occlusion and clutter than global features and they are suitable for feature matching in cluttered and occluded scenes [39, 41] .
Several local-feature-based methods, like Signature [12] , Spin Image (SI) [26] , Tensor [35] , Exponential Map (EM) [4] and 3D SURF [27, 32, 40] , have been proposed in the last decades [21, 35] . These methods can be divided into two categories by whether they construct a local reference frame (LRF) or not [22] . Methods without LRF include Local Surface Patch (LSP) [11] , Splashes and 3D Curves [48] , Persistent Feature Histogram (PFH) [42] , 3D Shape Context (3DSC) [18] , Fast Persistent Feature Histogram (FPFH) [43] , Clustered Viewpoint Feature Histogram (CVFH) [2] , Multi-scale Shape Context (MSC) [29] , Local shape feature fusion (LSFF) [10] , 3D-Vor [45] , Robust Shape Description [50] and Rotational contour signatures [56] . Feature descriptors without LRF mostly adopt geometrical connection of the local surface to make up the features. When transforming the geometrical information of the local surface into a histogram, these methods do not adopt a local reference frame. This causes most of the spatial information to be discarded, and directly leaves negative influence on the robustness and uniqueness of these methods. Therefore, local feature descriptors with LRF are proposed.
Most of the local LRF-based methods are formed by transformed geometrical information in the local reference frame. Local LRF-based methods include Spin Image (SI) [26] , THRIFT [17] , Intrinsic Shape Signatures (ISS) [61] , Signature of Histograms of Orientations (SHOT) [53] , MeshHOG [58, 59] , Unique Shape Context (USC) [52] , Scale Invari-ant Spin Image (SISI) [13] , Local Depth SIFT [13] , TriSI [23] and Rotational Projection Statistics (RoPS) [22] . Here, we give a brief introduction of the methods which will be demonstrated in our experiment comparison of Sect. 5.
Johnson et al. [26] introduced the Spin Image (SI) descriptor by spinning the whole 3D data around the feature point normal axes to get 2D point projection data. SI is one of the most classical methods and is followed by many extensions. However, it is sensitive to low point densities and need uniform mesh resolution [36, 61] .
Frome et al. [18] introduced the 3D Shape Context (3DSC) descriptor which is an extension of 2D shape context [6] . It counts the weighted number of points that fall into the corresponding bins of the 3D sphere grid. The 3D sphere grid is centered on the feature points. However, it does not have an accurate reference frame, and its feature dimension is very high.
Tombari et al. [52] proposed the Unique Shape Context (USC) descriptor by adding a unique local reference frame on 3DSC. In Sect. 5 we will present its performance.
Rusu et al. [42] introduced the Persistent Feature Histogram (PFH) descriptor. Based on the Darboux frame, it calculates the local geometric information between the normals of all points and uses geometrical constraints to get the feature matching correspondence.
Based on PFH, Rusu et al. [43] proposed the Fast Persistent Feature Histogram (FPFH) descriptor. It still has most of the PFH's descriptiveness, but it is much faster than PFH.
Tombari et al. [53] introduced the Signature of Histograms of Orientations (SHOT) feature descriptor by computing local histograms which incorporate geometrical information of points. By analyzing the importance of the LRF, they also proposed a weighted linear combination of components and used the scatter matrix for generating LRF. This method is invariant to rotation and translation, and robust to noise and clutter [1] , but sensitive to the varying point densities [22] .
Inspired by Spin Image, Guo et al. [22] introduced the Rotational Projection Statistics (RoPS) descriptor by rotationally projecting the neighboring points of the feature points into three tangent planes and calculating the statistics information of the projecting points. They also used the scatter matrix to form the LRF.
Most of the proposed local LRF-based methods can not generate an invariant descriptor in a unique and efficient way [53] , so they can not satisfy the requirements of descriptiveness, robustness, distinctiveness, and efficiency. Especially, many of them have a high dimension, even up to several thousands (see Sect. 5 and Table 5 ). So the descriptors suffer from sensitivity to noise, varying point densities, occlusion and clutter in the scene, and long calculation time. Inspired by these approaches, especially Petrelli's LRF [39] , ISS [61] , RoPS [22] and SHOT [53] , we adopt the best-performing parts of them and construct an unambiguous LRF (Sect. 3). Based on this LRF, we construct our well-performing statistic counting method: HGND (Sect. 4). It yields higher recognition results in feature matching applications (Sect. 5). We compare our approach with the 4 aforementioned LRF methods, with the 7 aforementioned feature descriptors.
Local reference frame
In this section, we use a method similar to RoPS to describe the construction of our local reference frame (LRF). We differ from RoPS in the following ways: We adopt the center point of each triangle mesh to determine the direction of the LRF axes, and we use the normalization of w di and w si during the determination of the LRF axes' direction. In RoPS [22] , the end points of each triangle mesh are used to determine the direction of the LRF axes, and no normalization of weight is adopted in the decision process for the direction. Using the end points would result in a larger calculation time. In order to show the overall processes intuitively, the scheme of our LRF extraction is presented in Fig. 3 . Our LRF can be divided into two parts: (1) the calculation of scatter matrix M and its most two descriptive eigenvectors (details in Sect. 3.1); (2) the sign disambiguation of x and y axes (Sect. 3.2). Firstly, a local surface patch is cropped around a feature point p on the depth image of model or scene. The scatter matrices are calculated for each triangle on local surface patch by distance and area weighted (ω di , ω si ) summation. We extract the x and y axes from the scatter matrix M, and get four different LRFs in total. Then, sign disambiguation is adopted in the directions of both the x axis and y axis. Finally, the z axis is obtained by the cross product of the y and x axes.
The distance weight (ω di ) is also used as one weight to calculate HGND (Sect. 4). 
The calculation of scatter matrix M

4:
for all T ri i ∈ m(T , P) do 5:
Compute the triangle centroid p ci and area s i .
6:
Compute the distance weight ω di and the area weight ω si , Using Eq. (6) and Eq. (8).
7:
Compute M i of each triangular mesh by integral transform Eq. (11) 8:
Compute the weighted summation M by Eq. (5).
9:
Decompose M to get eigenvectors { − → e 1 , − → e 2 , − → e 3 }. As is shown in Algorithm 1 and Fig. 3 , our whole algorithm is calculated on the local surface patch to get the local feature descriptor. Given a feature point p and neighbor support radius r , the local surface patch is obtained by cutting out the sphere surface of the support radius r and the center point p from the range image.
A random point (see also Fig. 3f ) of the triangle T ri i in local surface patch can be represented by:
where a, b, c ∈ [0, 1], and a + b + c = 1. So p i can also be expressed as:
For each triangle i with vertices p i1 , p i2 , p i3 , we have the centroid p ci (see also Fig. 3f ) as:
An outline of the calculation of the scatter matrix M is given in Algorithm 1 and Fig. 3c . The scatter matrix M is a statistical measure to estimate the covariance matrix [16] , which is represented by:
where n is the number of points in the local surface patch and p is the mean value of all these points.
As an adaption to the definition of scatter matrix, our scatter matrix M of the local surface patch around the feature point p is computed as follows:
where M i is the scatter matrix of each triangle, (ω di , ω si ) are distance weight and area weight, respectively. Different from the ISS [61] , SHOT [53] and RoPS [22] methods, our distance weight of the triangle ω di (see also Figs. 3f, 6a) is given by Gaussian function:
where σ d is the parameter of Gaussian function. The area s i of the triangle is given by:
where "×" denotes the cross product. Then, the normalized area weight ω si of each triangle can be obtained: Definite integrals are adopted in the calculation of the scatter matrix to increase the calculation efficiency. All the points in the triangle are pushed into the scatter matrix calculating process without reduction in efficiency:
The coordinate axes are transformed from x, y, z coordinates to the a, b coordinates by Eq. (2) (see also Fig. 4 ). The triple integral can be transformed into a double integral:
In the computation process of the triangle's scatter matrix M i , the mean point p is replaced with the local surface patch's feature point p, and the triangle's points p i (a, b) is substituted with the triangle's vertices p i1 , p i2 , p i3 for increasing the calculation efficiency:
By applying Eq. (5) on all M i , we get M. An eigendecomposition is applied on M to get the eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors
The largest two eigenvalues' corresponding eigenvectors { − → e 1 , − → e 2 } are chosen to obtain the x axis and y axis. As is shown in Fig. 3d , we totally get 4 different LRFs. In order to obtain feature descriptor's uniqueness, in the next section, we will present sign disambiguation of x axis and y axis.
Sign disambiguation of LRF
For the sign disambiguation of LRF, we only need to disambiguate the direction of x and y axes and then use the Algorithm 2 Sign disambiguation of LRF 1: Input: Eigenvectors { − → e 1 , − → e 2 }, weight ω di and ω si . 2: Output: LRF coordinate vector (x l , y l , z l ). 3: procedure sign disambiguation of (x l , y l ).
4:
Compute weighted product of −−−−→ p ci − p · − → e 2 . 6:
then compute orientation function of x and y axes by Eq. (12). 7: end for 8:
if sgn(x ori ) < 0 then 9:
x l = − → e 1 10: else 11:
x l = − − → e 1 12: end if 13:
if sgn(y ori ) < 0 then 14:
y l = − → e 2 15: else 16 :
end if 18:
then normalize − → e 1 , − → e 2 (see Eq. (13)).
19:
Calculate z l = y l × x l . 20: end procedure cross product of x and y axes to get z axis. Details are given in Algorithm 2. The orientation function x ori of x axis is designed to decide on the orientation of LRF's x axis:
and x ori is normalized:
Similarly, y l axis is defined by taking − → e 2 instead of − → e 1 in Eqs. 12 and 13. Finally, the z l axis is obtained by the cross product between y l and x l axes, (see also Fig. 3e ).
Our approach has three advantages: (1) Each triangle's performance in Eq. (5) is affected by two weights (ω di , ω si ): the closer it is to feature point p and the larger the area is, the greater is the impact to p; (2) Based on the integral transformation proposed in RoPS [22] , we use all the points of the local surface patch to calculate the LRF without affecting the computational efficiency; (3) Most of the existing methods do not adopt any measures to determine the unique direction of the LRF's axes. This leads to four LRFs and makes the feature descriptor ambiguous. All these advantages make our LRF uniquely defined and result in the uniqueness and descriptiveness of the feature descriptor. 
for N xy (n xy1 , . . . , n xym ), N xz (n xz1 , . . . , n xzm ), N yz (n yz1 , . . . , n yzm ). d Histogram grouping for 8 directions of 12 quadrants. e "Double counting" in normal histogram generation present the next stage: the local feature descriptor in the LRF to obtain our Histograms of Gaussian Normal Distribution method. In Sect. 2, we classified the descriptors into two categories: global-feature-based and local-feature-based descriptors. We aim at a local feature descriptor which is simple to implement in real-time calculation and robust to various kinds of occurring problems, viz. noise, clutter, occlusion, and varying point densities. We thus design our feature descriptor under these requirements and combine geometrical-spatial information. Clutter and occlusion mean that we consider scenes with multiple-partial models which block each other. Our descriptor is inspired by spatial descriptors, but such descriptor usually has a weak performance on sparse data. In the computation process of the LRF, we have already obtained the Gaussian distance weight ω di in the local surface patch. We will use this distance weight and the Gaussian angle weight as the "length" and "direction" of transformed normal distribution histograms respectively (see also Fig. 6 ). In our descriptors, we compensate the defects of the spatialinformation-based descriptor. Figure 5 shows the total generation processes of our feature descriptor HGND. From this figure, it is clear that our feature descriptor generation processes consist of two parts: data transformation in 3D LRF (Sect. 4.1) and histogram in 2D surface (Sect. 4.2). ig. 6 Gaussian weight function of "length" and "direction"
Data transformation in 3D
Given a certain 3D object or scene, a local surface patch is cropped around the feature points. The local surface patch includes the triangle mesh data T(t 1 , . . . , t m ) and the point data P( p 1 , . . . , p n ), where m is the number of triangle meshes in local surface patch, n is the number of points in local surface patch. After that, the LRF x T l y T l z T l T based on the local surface patch is calculated. According to the LRF, the point data P( p 1 , . . . , p n ) is transformed into P ( p 1 , . . . , p n ) to ensure rotation and translation invariance. Finally, the feature descriptors on the LRF are calculated. The transformed point coordinate data is calculated by LRF matrix as:
( p i1 − p) is used to eliminate the affect of translation interference, and x T l y T l z T l T is used to remove the influence of the rotation interference. Similarly, we can obtain the transformed coordinate data { p i2 , p i3 } from T ri i 's other two points { p i2 , p i3 } by the LRF matrix. Then, the transformed coordinate data p ci of the center point p ci is obtained by:
The normal n i of each transformed triangular mesh can be calculated by:
Based on Eq. (16), we can get the transformed normal data N (n 1 , . . . , n m ) of local surface patch. Then we project the N (n 1 , . . . , n m ) and P c ( p c1 , . . . , p cm ) into the three coordinate planes XY , X Z and Y Z of the LRF (see also Fig. 5b) , and obtain the projection data N xy (n xy1 , . . . , n xym ), N xz (n xz1 , . . . , n xzm ), N yz (n yz1 , . . . , n yzm ) of N as well as P c xy ( p c xy 1 , . . . , p c xy m ), P c xz ( p c xz 1 , . . . , p c xz m ), P c yz ( p c yz 1 , . . . , p c yz m ) of P c .
Histogram in 2D projection surface
We introduce a unique Gaussian weights group {Ω di , Ω θi } to count the normal histograms:
The (ω d xy i , ω θ xy i ), (ω d xz i , ω θ xz i ), (ω d yz i , ω θ yz i ) are corresponding to three projection planes' "length" and "direction" weights respectively. The calculation of "length" Gaussian weight Ω di is similar to ω di (see also in Eq. (6) and Fig. 6a) :
From Fig. 6a we can observe the following: for the center point p ci , the closer to the feature point p it is, the greater the weights ω di it obtains, and at the edge of a local surface patch, p ci obtains the lowest weights. The projection plane's "length" Gaussian weight Ω di (or 2D "length" Gaussian weight) becomes similar to this case.
For the calculation of "direction" Gaussian weight Ω θi , we use
where θ is the angle between normal and the center line of the 45 • (360 • /8 = 45 • ) sector (just as in SIFT [33] ). For convenience of calculation, we replace the numerator θ 2 of Eq. (19) with 1/cos 2 θ (see also in Fig. 6b) :
From Figs. 5e and 6b, we can observe that the angle θ between 2D normal n i and the center line of 45 • sector is range from − 22.5 • to 22.5 • , the smaller the absolute value of the angle, the greater the weight of the normal obtains. The projection plane's "direction" Gaussian weight Ω θi (or 2D "direction" Gaussian weight) becomes similar to this case.
For each of three projection planes, we calculate 2 level histograms. As is shown in Fig. 5b , firstly, the point data P c ( p c1 , . . . , p cm ) is divided into four parts (4 quadrants) by its projection 2D coordinate value. At the same time, its corresponding "length" Gaussian weights are also calculated. For each quadrant, we divide it into 8 parts (8 directions) by the angles between the projection vectors of the normal data N (n 1 , . . . , n m ) and the horizontal axis of 2D planes. Its corresponding "direction" Gaussian weights are computed at the same time (see also in Fig. 5c , detail in Fig. 5e ). Specially, due to the uncertainty of normal direction, we apply "double counting": counting resulted direction and its opposite direction of a projected normal.
One of the three projection planes x y's calculation is presented in Algorithm 3, xz, yz are computed similarly to the normal histogram calculation of x y.
Our approach has three advantages. (1) Efficiency in feature generating We only uses point information in the center point (single triangle). Compared to our method, most of the point-normal-based methods calculate every point's normal by the neighboring points; this will result in a large amount of point calculations, e.g., SHOT [53] , SI [26] , 3DSC [18] and FPFH [43] (see also Fig. 17 ). RoPS [22] uses all points in local surface patch to get point projection, this will result in a large calculation time and will also make the feature descriptor sensitive to a low point density (see also Fig. 2) ; (2) Efficiency in feature dimension The dimension of most features ranges up to hundreds, some even to thousands (see Table 5 and Fig. 17) . A low dimension contributes to less computation time, essential in real-time applications, like on-line recognition and registration; (3) Robustness The two Gaussian weights limit the influence of clutter. Uncertainty of the normal direction is eliminated by our "double counting". Algorithm 3 XY calculation of HGND descriptor 1: Input: N (n 1 , . . . , n m ), P c ( p c1 , . . . , p cm ). 2: Output: 4*8 dimension histograms. 3: procedure xy calculation of HGND(4*8 dimension histograms).
4:
for xy coordinate plane do 5:
for all T ri i ∈ m(T , P) do 6:
project {n i , p ci } into xy coordinate planes to get {n xyi , p cxyi }. 7:
then compute (ω dxyi , ω θxyi ) by Eq. (18) and Eq. (20). 8:
decide the quadrant of p cxyi in xy plane.
9:
decide the direction of n xyi in p cxyi 's corresponding quadrant. 10:
then the value of {n xyi , p cxyi }'s corresponding parts plus (1 * ω dxyi * ω θxyi ).
11:
then the value of {n xyi , p cxyi }'s opposite parts plus (1 * ω dxyi * ω θxyi ). 12: end for 13: end for 14:
store the value of 4*8 parts from xy projection data. 15: end procedure
Experiments
We use 1-Precision (FP/(FP + TP)) and Recall (TP/(FN + TP)), where FP (TP) is the number of False (True) Positives and FN is the number of False Negatives.
For fair comparison, we compute these values as follows: Given a model and a scene, we extract 1000 points from the model depth image and n ×1000 points from the scene depth image by uniform sampling, where n is the number of models in the scene. According to the given ground truth transformation (rotation and translation matrices), the corresponding points in the model keypoints are extracted by matching the scene keypoints. We mark these matches as TP+FN. Our descriptors for these keypoints are calculated, and all model descriptors are matched against the scene descriptors. We find the nearest and second nearest scene descriptors by Euclidean distance with a K-D tree [7] . If the ratio between the nearest distance and second nearest distance is less than a threshold , the correspondence between the scene descriptors and model descriptors is marked as a TP+FP, i.e. a selected element. We compare the selected elements TP+FP index with the corresponding matches TP+FN index to get the true positive (TP) in the selected elements, and the other elements are signed as false positive (FP) and false negatives (FN). The Recall versus 1-Precision curve is obtained by varying the value of the threshold . Ideally, the curves are located top-left, denoting high recall at low 1-precision. The curves can look complicated, though.
Our experiments are carried out on standard benchmark datasets. We use the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository Dataset [28] which is acquired by a Cyberware 3030 MS scanner, the Bologna Dataset [51, 53, 54] which is based on [44] . PCL is a 3D point cloud processing software, which includes the state-of-theart methods and tools to deal with the 3D data.
Local feature descriptor parameters
There are three parameters in our feature descriptor calculation processes: the support radius r, the length Gaussian weight σ d and the direction Gaussian weight σ θ .
Support radius
According to the analysis of feature descriptor methods, the support radius determines the amount of feature information contained in descriptors: larger support radii imply more feature information obtained by descriptor, but this is only applicable to models and scenes without clutter. We deal with scenes with clutter, and the support radius will have a critical value. Below this value, a larger support radius implies more information obtained. However, above this value a larger support radius implies that more noise and information of other models in the scene are included. We choose 6 support radii: (0.85, 4.25, 8.5, 17, 21.25, and 25.5mr), where "mr" is mesh resolution, a common description in 3D range image processing. It denotes the mean length of the edges of the whole depth image [39] . Details about the other parameters are presented in Table 1 . We compare their effects by the Recall versus 1-Precision curves. In these experiments, we keep the other parameters constant.
These experiments are carried out on the Bologna Dataset and the UWA Dataset by adding Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ = 0.1mr to the surface points (see Fig. 1c ), yielding the Recall vs 1-Precision curves in Fig. 7 . Furthermore, the average calculation time with different support radii about models and scenes is shown in Fig. 8 . These figures clearly show two optimal support radii of 4.25mr and 8.5mr as a trade-off among efficiency, descriptiveness, and robust- ness, viz. time, details, and noise. Since 8.5mr can obtain a higher Recall rate, we choose 8.5mr as our feature's support radius.
Length Gaussian weight
The length Gaussian weight σ d is related to the robustness of the local feature descriptor as it determines each triangulation's distribution information. In the experiments, the length Gaussian weight's influence to HGND is evaluated. We select the following seven different length Gaussian weights σ d : 0.35, 0.5, 1, 5, 15, 45, and 500mr. Their effects are compared by the Recall versus 1-Precision curves. In these experiments, we keep the other parameters constant (see details in Table 2 ).
The experimental results are obtained for our ground truth perturbed by adding Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ = 0.1mr to the surface points (see Fig. 1c ). Recall versus 1-Precision curves for the Bologna Dataset and the UWA Dataset are shown in Fig. 9 . From these figures, it is clear that using σ d larger than 15mr yield best results, and the largest three σ d = 15mr, 45mr, 500mr get the same highest Recall value. In the UWA Dataset, however, σ d = 500mr yields a higher Recall value at low 1-Precision value, so we choose 500mr as the length Gaussian weight σ d .
Direction Gaussian weight
The direction Gaussian weight σ θ is another important parameter for the HGND's robustness to clutter, since it influences the distribution of the normal vectors. We choose σ θ from low (0.005) via .05 and 5, to high (500) to compare their results by the Recall versus 1-Precision curves, and we set other parameters constant (see details in Table 3 ). Here, we also used the standard deviation σ = 0.1mr for the Gaussian noise, yielding the Recall versus 1-Precision curves in Fig. 10 . These figures clearly show that the larger σ θ implies that the feature is more robust to clutter and when σ θ is larger than 500, the Recall versus 1-Precision curves are identical. Larger values do not produce reasonable results, so we choose 500 as the σ θ .
In summary, the optimal parameters are found as support radius r = 8.5mr, length Gaussian weight σ d = 500mr, and direction Gaussian weight σ θ = 500. In Sect. 5.3 we compare our HGND descriptor in 3D scenes with the RoPS, SHOT, SI, 3DSC, FPFH, PFH, and USC descriptors.
LRF comparison
In this section, we use a method similar to Petrelli and Stefano to evaluate our LRF [39] . The LRFs in RoPS [22] , SHOT [53] , USC [52] and Petrelli [39] are compared with our method on the Bologna and UWA Datasets to show that we indeed propose an improved LRF.
This part we deal with the angular vector error "CosV alue" between the LRF of the point pairs from scenes and models. This comparison takes place in three steps:
Step 1 From the ground truth data we extract the corresponding point pairs from the models and the scenes (following our strategy TP+FN described in the beginning of the second paragraph of Sect. 5).
Step 2 We calculate LRFs on these point pairs.
Step 3 We compute the "CosV alue" (Eq. 23) for all point pairs between scenes and models.
As is shown in Eqs. (21) (22) (23) , the "CosV alue i " between the i th point pairs is calculated as the average of the angles between both x and y coordinate axes of the LRF. Since the z axis can be obtained by the cross product of the x and y axis, we only need to use the cosine values of x and y. The larger the cosine value of the angle is, the smaller the corresponding angle is. That is, an optimal match has the value of 1.
We tested all models on all scenes which include 180 models in 45 scenes on the Bologna Dataset and 191 models in 50 scenes on the UWA Dataset. The parameters in the LRF comparison are presented in Table 4 . RoPS adopts their The parameter line with bold font is the most suitable parameter setting The parameter line with bold font is the most suitable parameter setting default support radius, SHOT, USC and Petrelli use the support radius that our method has adopted. Specially, Petrelli's LRF method needs point normal calculation, this is also necessary for the point-normal-based descriptor in the feature descriptor comparison of Sect. 5.3. The results for the two datasets are shown in Fig. 11 separately. We collected the values in bins of length 0.2. As mentioned before, an optimal match results in a value of 1. In these two figures, one can observe the following: (1) All 5 methods mainly score in the right part of the histogramstoward the optimal match; (2) Our HGND obtains the highest repeatability through the experiments, followed by RoPS;
(3) SHOT and USC perform equally; (4) Petrelli obtains the worst performance.
Besides, we also tested all methods' LRF on the Bologna and UWA Datasets by Petrelli and Stefano's "MeanCos" [39] . The "MeanCos" evaluation method is similar to our "CosValue", which is a summary version of "CosValue". The experimental results of "MeanCos" on the Bologna and UWA Datasets are presented in Fig. 12 . From these two figures, we can also observe that our LRF obtains the best performances on these data sets. The performances of SHOT and USC are weaker than our method, and Petrelli's method gains the worst performance.
Feature descriptor comparison
In this section, we will show that the combination of our LRF and our HGND yields better overall matching results than the state-of-the-art descriptors on the Bologna, UWA and Ca' Foscari Venezia data sets [41] . We compare our method against RoPS [22] , SHOT [53] , Spin Image [26] , 3DSC [18] , FPFH [43] , PFH [42] and USC [52]-see Sect. 2 for details on these methods.
In order to prevent the influence from the selection of the keypoints onto the feature descriptor, we randomly select a set of keypoints from the scenes and the models by uniform sampling. The parameters for each descriptor are presented in Table 5 . For fair comparison among feature descriptors, RoPS uses the default support radius in their article [22] , SHOT and other methods use the same support radius of HGND. Some point-normal-based methods have in brackets the radius used for point normal calculation, since these descriptors need enough points to compute every point's normal. Most commonly, the radius for the point normal calculation needs to be twice as large as the support radius for the descriptor. We also tried the support radius mentioned in corresponding articles of these methods, but we obtained the best results for the values mentioned.
Experiments on the Bologna and UWA Datasets
In this section, we compare our method with the state-of-theart methods on the Bologna and UWA Datasets.
The feature descriptors with noise Figure 13 shows the results under 0.1mr and 0.3mr Gaussian noise. With low noise, RoPS and USC perform a slightly better than HGND. But at a higher noise level, our HGND performs better than other methods; USC can only obtain the same Recall value at a much higher 1-Precision value than HGND, since we have used a Gaussian weight to limit the influence of Gaussian noise. We can observe that the performances of SHOT, Spin Image, 3DSC, FPFH and PFH decrease sharply when the noise level increases. Furthermore, 3DSC performs worst in the experiments as it has no reference frame. PFH performs better than FPFH at these two noise levels even in the next experiments, since FPFH is a compressed version of PFH for faster calculation. Figure 14 (left) shows the good results of our approach for taking a mesh resolution of 1/8 compared to the original mesh resolution (see Fig. 2 ). One sees that the low point and mesh densities cause a large TP rate loss for the other 7 methods, especially for RoPS. The reason for this is that RoPS needs every point in the local surface patch to calculate the feature. A low point density results in the decrease of robustness. In contrast, our feature uses the single triangulation center point distribution and the mesh normal histogram and thus obtains good results in low point densities. Furthermore, the "length" Gaussian weight and "direction" Gaussian weight make our descriptor invariant to the varying point and mesh densities. Both effects Figure 14 ( we can observe that HGND, RoPS, and USC perform better than the other 5 methods. These 5 methods are based on the point normal calculation (listed in Table 5 ) and are very sensitive to high Gaussian noise levels and lower point densities since each method computes the normal of every point by its K-neighbor domain.
Reduced mesh resolution
In these three experiments, one can see that our descriptor can gain a high recall rate near to 90% when the noise stays at a low level. At a high noise level and a normal point density, our HGND can obtain an average rate of about 75%, whereas in the combined low point density and a high noise level we can still get a recall rate close to 60%. The screen shoots of scene depth image are presented in Fig. 15a and d. Fig. 15b and e are point cloud presentations, Fig. 15c and f are depth image presentations. In Fig. 15b, c , e and f, a green straight line connects TP (true corresponding pairs), a red straight line connects FP (false corresponding pairs), red dots are feature points obtained from uniform sampling, dark-blue dots represent matching models and models existing in the scenes, and sky-blue dots are the remaining points in the scenes.
Scene examples
In Fig. 15b and c, the matching candidate models are on the left, the scenes are on the right. In Bologna Dataset, Bunny is presented in Fig. 15b and c; In Fig. 15e and f, the matching candidate models are on the right, scenes are on the left. Chef matching results are shown in Fig. 15e and f. In addition, we also conduct restoration of Chef in the occlusion part of Chef in the scenes. We do these by rotating and translating the original model point data. The transformation matrix is obtained from the corresponding pairs by the function proposed in Mian's paper [36] . According to these feature matching figures, it is clear that our descriptor obtains a good visual performance in feature matching.
Experiments on the Ca' Foscari Venezia Dataset
The Ca' Foscari Venezia Dataset is a challenging dataset based on a large amount of datasets (e.g., the Stanford 3D scanning repository Dataset, the UWA Dataset, the TOSCA's non-rigid world Dataset, the Matteo Sala's Dataset and the SHREC'11 retrieval Dataset). The Ca' Foscari Venezia Dataset is composed of 150 synthetic scenes which contain 3-5 models with random transformations, occlusions and clutters. The model set includes 20 different models. Ca' Foscari Venezia Dataset contains different occlusion and clutter levels, the occlusion level is defined in Eq. (24) as:
Visible model area in scene Total model area (24) According to Rodolà's paper [41] , clutter level is defined as:
The experiments consist of two parts: one part deals with each method's Max Recall value with respect to varying occlusion levels in Fig. 16 (left) , the other part is related to each method's Max Recall with varying clutter levels in Fig. 16 (right) . From these two figures, we can observe: (1) With the increase in occlusion levels, every methods' performances decreased. When occlusion levels come up to 80%, the performances of all methods decreased sharply; (2) In clutter views, one sees different cases. The Max Recall value of all the methods almost stays constant, only when the clutter levels reach up to 85%, their performances declined. This is because clutter is related to the percentage of visible model area in scenes, even if this is low, the integrity degree for a whole model is still high. Only when this percentage gets very low, then the integrity for a whole model will decrease.
Computation times
The total average calculation times for the Bologna, UWA and Ca' Foscari Venezia Datasets, both for feature descriptor generation and matching, are visualized in Fig. 17 . The experiments were carried out on a computer with a Windows 10 64bit operation system, an Intel ® Core TM i5-6300HQ CPU 2.30 GHz processor with 12.0 GB RAM. The multi-threading OPENMP (four threads for calculation) is adopted in all the methods. Time for feature matching is related to the length of descriptor listed in Table 5 . Our HGND is clearly the fastest method. It furthermore yields the best performance in noisy, cluttered scenes.
Conclusion
We considered 3D model matching where models are presented in scenes but could be altered due to rotation, translation, noise, clutter, occlusion and varying point densi-ties. To solve the problem that feature mismatching occurs, we presented a novel feature descriptor: Histograms of Gaussian Normal Distribution (HGND).
Our HGND combines geometrical histograms and spatial distribution information with two Gaussian weights. We use the transformed mesh center points and transformed mesh normals which are calculated by the LRF matrix. With the point and the normal transferred into the LRF, the feature descriptor is made easily-computable and invariant to rotation and translation. With the descriptive point distribution, normal histogram and Gaussian weights, we obtain 96 dimensional histograms, facilitating a better robustness to disturbances.
A set of experiments were performed on the Bologna, UWA and Ca' Foscari Venezia Datasets to compare our descriptor against the state-of-the-art methods under different situations with noise, clutter, occlusion and varying point densities.
The results of these experiments show that HGND performs best with respect to descriptiveness and robustness to disturbances. When comparing against the state-of-the-art descriptors (RoPS, SHOT, SI, 3DSC, USC, PFH and FPFH), especially under a lower noise level, our HGND obtained a 90% Recall rate. In general, compared with other approaches, our method is able to find more true feature matchings in scenes with different disturbances.
We currently focus on further research using this 3D feature descriptor (e.g., 3D object recognition and pose estimation). We furthermore work with real-time 3D object recognition. 
